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The Truth About Confident PresentingFT Press, 2008

	Praise for The Truth About Confident Presenting 


	 


	"O'Rourke goes beyond the typical list of speaking tips and packs a lot of wisdom into his 51 truths. He explains the critical link between the content of a speech and its ultimate...
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SAP HANA Administration (HANA Admin) (SAP PRESS)SAP Press, 2014

	Who says that a leopard can't change its spots? With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving and you can evolve along with it.


	Learn how traditional administration concepts are applied in SAP HANA, and find out about the new concepts relevant to an in-memory database. 

	Novice or expert, this book...
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Programming Microsoft DirectShow for Digital Video and TelevisionMicrosoft Press, 2003
This book has been written for the complete DirectShow novice;  you don’t need to know anything about DirectShow—or even audio or video—to get  started. If you’re already familiar with DirectShow, chances are you’ll be able  to race through the first three chapters of this book very quickly. However,...
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Spss for Beginners1stBooks Library, 1999
This book is the only user-oriented book on SPSS:

• It uses a series of pictures and simple instructions to teach each procedure. Users can conduct procedures by following the graphically illustrated examples. The book is designed for the novice - even those who are inexperienced with SPSS, statistics, or computers. Though its...
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Program Construction: Calculating Implementations from SpecificationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming is a highly skilled activity, and good programmers are few and far between. In few other professions is the 90-10 rule (90% of the effort goes into the last 10% of the work) so vitally important. Many programmers are able to write programs that 'work' in most circumstances; few programmers know the basic principles of program...
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Mathematica® in Action: Problem Solving Through Visualization and ComputationSpringer, 2010

	In this third edition of Mathematica in Action, award-winning author Stan Wagon guides beginner and veteran users alike through Mathematica's powerful tools for mathematical exploration.  The transition to Mathematica 7 is made smooth with plenty of examples and case studies that utilize Mathematica's newest tools, such as...
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Concise Guide to Object-Oriented Programming: An Accessible Approach Using Java (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This engaging textbook provides an accessible introduction to coding and the world of Object-Oriented (OO) programming, using Java as the illustrative programming language. Emphasis is placed on what is most helpful for the first-time coder, in order to develop and understand their knowledge and skills in a way that is relevant and...
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Photoshop 7 in No TimePrentice Hall, 2003
This is a book about Photoshop 7. Photoshop is Adobe’s venerable imageediting software, the darling of creative professionals everywhere. With Photoshop, you can prepare artwork for print and the Web, create and edit pixel-based graphics, repair damaged photographs, apply special effects, and convert graphics files from one format to another....
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Beginning Ubuntu LTS Server Administration: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
Beginning Ubuntu LTS Server Administration, Second Edition is the touchstone companion book for anyone implementing Ubuntu LTS Server. Author Sander van Vugt introduces the most recent server edition of Ubuntu Linux, the most popular Linux distribution, to power users, system administrators, and programmers and...
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Picture Yourself Ghost HuntingCourse Technology PTR, 2008
"Picture Yourself Ghost Hunting: Step-by-Step Instruction for Exploring Haunts and Finding Spirits, Spooks, and Specters" introduces novice paranormal explorers to the history, techniques, and equipment used in the search for proof of life after death, or simply, ghosts. Written like a field guide to ghost hunting, the book begins by...
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Model Organisms in Spinal Cord RegenerationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This handbook provides a comprehensive overview for students, clinicians and researchers planning to enter the field of neural regeneration, combining the latest knowledge with an understanding of all important model organisms in one handy volume. By covering the strengths and weaknesses as well as possible applications of different models it...
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Foundations of BizTalk Server 2006Apress, 2007

	Since Microsoft's release of BizTalk Server 2006, there is a serious need for more documentation on this product. Foundations of BizTalk Server 2006 fills that void. The book will take you from novice to professional, equipping you with the tools you'll need to get started in the world of BizTalk server integration.

...
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